In the urbaryon model (Hiroshima .model) proposed by Hayashi, Koide and Ogawa where urbaryons are related with lepton pairs, we postulate that the constituent leptons within hadrons are scattered independently in high-energy collisions with neutrino. This postulate (lepton-counting hypothesis) leads us to sum rules for differential and total cross sections for neutrino-baryon scattering. A sum rule is examined by using presently available experimental data. In the Hiroshima model, the lepton-counting hypothesis implies that v,-v, universality is violated. We propose a modification of Hiroshima model to recover the v,-v, universality and show that the breaking of this universality is connected with the appearance of the no·Ao two-body transition. We suggest an experimental discrimination among urbaryon models where urbaryons are composed of the leptons and the B+-matter. § l. Introduction Two types of the urbaryon model based on the leptons have been proposed by the Kyoto group (Katayama, Matumoto and Tanaka) and independently the Nagoya group (Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata) 1 l and by the Hiroshima. group (Hayashi, Koide and Ogawa) . 2 ) The former is often called the new Nagoya model, and the latter the Hiroshima modeL The Bf -matter appearing in these models is responsible to strong interactions among hadrons. In weak interactions the B+ -matter does not seem to play a role more than spectator in the Hiroshima model. This is, however, not the case with the new Nagoya model. As was discussed in a previous note, 8 l there is a difference between the new Nagoya model and the Hiroshima model with respect to the realization of weak interaction. These two models are summarized in Appendix 1 for convenience.
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In the new Nagoya model, the weak leptonic current is introduced as
By putting the B+.matter on the leptons, the weak current of the urbaryon J).. (B)= cos e (noPo)).. +sine OoPo))..
1s obtained from Eq.
(1) apart from the part involving Po' , where (ab)).. = (liJA (1-r5) b). Then the weak interaction is generated as the current-current interaction with the currents J).. = .h + J).. (B) . This procedure is necessary in order to forbid some unwanted processes such as A 0~N +De+ Vp, etc. In the Hiroshima model, all weak interactions are ascribed to the primary weak interaction which consists of the weak leptonic currents as follows:
Lepton-hadron interactions can be considered as coming from lepton-lepton (antilepton) interactions.
In this paper, we propose the lepton-counting hypothesis that in the Hiroshima model high-energy neutrino-baryon scattering amplitudes are expressible by the sum of lepton-lepton (antilepton) scattering amplitudes by taking an idea similar to the quark-additivity assumption in high-energy hadron-hadron scatterings.4l We discuss sum rules for differential cross sections and total cross sections using the lepton-counting hypothesis. A triangular inequality among the quasi-elastic cross sections (J (iJ~P~ /L+ N), (J (D "P~ fL+ A 0 ) and (J (iJ "P~ fL+ 1: 0 ) will be examined by using available data. In the new Nagoya model, the same sum rules are also given by a similar counting hypothesis that high-energy neutrinobaryon scattering amplitudes are expressible in terms of lepton-urbaryon scattering amplitudes.
There are, however, some differences about the predictions of the scattering amplitude of elastic neutrino processes between the Hiroshima model and the new Nagoya model as was shown previously. 8 We propose a model which can recover the v.cv" universality and show that the appearance of n0~Ao two-body transition is strongly related with the v.-v" universality. § 2. Lepton-counting hypothesis As was noted above, in the Hiroshima model all weak interactions are considered as resulting from the lepton-lepton interaction of Eq. (3).
Here we introduce the lepton-counting hypothesis which has some similarity with the quark counting. Our assumption is that .the scattering amplitudes for any reaction are given by the sum of contributions from ,all possible lepton (antilepton)-lepton (antilepton) scattering and the B+-matter ·behaves just as a spectator.
Let us illustrate our lepton counting by taking the scattering process iJ 1P~ [+ A 0 with LIS= 1 as an example. In this case we can write where we take the quark model for hadrons. The change of Po to Ao in this process co:uesponds to the conversion of internal v" to internal fL-in the Hiroshima model. This conversion causes scattering between an internal lepton and an external lepton, i.e., iJ 1V"~z+ fL-.
,.
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An immediate consequence of the lepton-counting hypothesis is the relations among the scattering amplitude A, Table I . The amplitudes for quasi-elastic scattering processes.
for LIS= 0 and
Equations (6a) and (7a) lead to the relations
and (9) Equation (9) is also given by the LII = 1/2 selection rule for -.the js = 1 weak current. 5 l Further, for example, from Eq. (7b) we have the triangular inequality such as
We can relate processes with LIS=D-to processes with LIS=l. For example, the following triangular 'inequality is given: The calculated value for the cross-section of fJ"P~fJ.+ N is
where we have assumed the eve and a dipole axial-vector form factor of the form 1/(1-l/mA 2 ) 2 with mA=0.7±0.2GeV (Budagov et al.)/l neglecting the pseudoscalar term. Combining Eqs. (11), (12) and (14), we obtain the following inequality for the cross section of the reaction fJ "P~ p+ .2° as a result of lepton-counting hypothesis:
This result is not inconsistent with the inequality (13) suggested by the present experimental data. Now, we discuss the sum rules for total cross sections of the elastic (anti) neutrino~baryon scattering,
These elastic scattering ,amplitudes can be expressed using the following lepton (antilepton) -lepton (antilepton) amplitudes:
and a, {1, r, 0 and ('
where the unprimed amplitudes correspond to the case of l = l' in a', {1', · · ·, (', respectively. Results are given in Appendix 2.
By the optical theorem, we obtain the following sum rules among total cross sections (see Appendix 2):
r (!JtP) -r (vtN) =HIJ r (vt.J:+) -r (vt.Z-)} = r (vtE 0 ) -r (vtE-), (19)

15r(VtP) -!Jr(Vt.Z+) =t{!Jr(VtN) -15r(VtE 0 ) } .
(20)
Similarly, for total cross sections of antineutrino-baryon scattering we have
rJT(fizP) -(JT(fizN) =t{rJT(fizJ'+) -(JT(fiz.S-)} =rJT(fizE 0 ) -(JT(fizE-),
In general the relation
is not automatically obtained. If, however, we assume a={3=r, a'={3'=r', iJ=( and iJ' = (', this relation is satisfied and gives the results consistent with the Pomeranchuk theorem. So far we have discussed the Hiroshima model. The same relations are obtained for the new Nagoya model. In the next section let us discuss the processes for which these two models give different theoretical predictions. § 3. The no·"-o two-body transition and the "e""" universality
In this section, we discuss how the breaking of the v"-v" universality occurs for the processes (16) In the usual weak interaction where only the charged current appears, the reactions (16) are the second-order weak processes. This is also the case with the new Nagoya model. On the other hand, in the Hiroshima model the reactions
(24) are allowed m the first order of weak interaction, while the reactions (25) are allowed only as the second-order weak processes. In other words, if we consider the v.-v" universality by generalizing the attractive idea of e-11 universality, this hypothesis is badly broken in the Hiroshima model.
It is interesting to examine a modification of the Hiroshima model to assure the Ve-V" universality. This is done by taking the following model instead of (A2): In the model (26) both elastic muon neutrino-and electron neutrino-baryon scattering amplitudes are allowed in the first order of weak coupling constant with the rotation angle en:
If we taken en= n:/ 4, then the amplitudes for the reactions (27) and (28) are the same and the strict v.-v" universality holds also in the reaction (16).
In this case, however, the two-body n0-..\0 transition is forbidden as is clear from If en is very small, it will be difficult to distinguish the present model with Bn=/=0 from the Hiroshima model by experimental investigations for the reactions (24) and (25). The real parts of amplitudes for the reactions (24) are still much larger than that for the reaction (25) unless we take an extraordinary large cutoff constant instead of the one usually we use in the calculation of secondorder weak processes, and the discrimination among the models discussed in this paper is possible.
The present experimental limit 8 l
IS consistent with the prediction obtained both from the usual charged currentcharged current weak interaction and from the new Nagoya model. This experimental limit is also satisfied in the prediction given by the Hiroshima model (A2) and the modified Hiroshima model (26) if On is very small. §4. Summary
We have investigated neutrino-baryon scattering under the hypothesis of the lepton counting. We have derived relations among the differential cross sections and total cross sections for high-energy (anti-) neutrino., baryon scattering using the lepton-based model in which the baryons are related with leptons in § 2. These predictions based on the model (A2) are also given by the model (Al) and the modified model (26).
However, if we consider, for example, the v.P~v.P and v"P~v"P scattering processes, differences occur among three models and will give a test to select these urbaryon models. 
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Appendix I
The new Nagoya model and the Hiroshima model
In the new Nagoya model, the structure of urbaryon is assumed as follows:
Po""<v. cos 8 + v" sin 8, B+), n 0 r-v<e-, B+),
where B+-matter is a spin 0 boson and has a charge 2e/3, and the rotation angle 8 is identified with the weak Cabibbo angle Be.
In the Hiroshima model, the structure of urbaryon 1s given by 
